
Where the sky appears to meet the earth at the horizon to form a cosmic cross
Activity carried out in that exact center line has power to affect many versions of reality

The exhibition RUN 14 FIELD of existence marks a new departure in Susan Cianciolo’s oeuvre, forming a total body of work. New 
works take the form of a collage, both on a conceptual and physical level, through constant practice of de- and re-construction, 
stemming from previously assembled works and references. The show forges a close connection between two physical spaces: the 
gallery space at 9 rue Méhul is a space of repose, one for rest and healing, while the garden at 13 rue Méhul is conceived as a living 
space, thus following the Japanese notions of bringing together outdoor and indoor areas. Several tapestry pieces are scattered 
around the gallery space, not hung on the walls but resting on various found supports: forming dormant, laying and expecting 
sculptural constellations. 
 
The work with layers and collage is not visible only in physical objects made by the artist but also within the dynamic of collaboration, 
in this case, both with performers and musicians. During the opening performance, the tapestries transform into garments when 
a group of performers, all of the artists, The Community’s friends and collaborators, turn them into costumes of protection and 
affect. Forming a symbolic and meditative circle, the performers sit in silence, carrying tapestries on their shoulders. Developed 
and assembled together by pieces of duck tape, paper, fabric and adorned by drawings and paint, the incorporation of textiles 
and patchwork has always been present in Cianciolo’s language and sensibility: seemingly unfinished and raw, each element is a 
carefully thought out detail in these works. The meditative performance sounds performed by Anenon and Brian William Rogers 
- the polyphony and the extreme simplicity of tenor saxophone and guitar -  form tones of sound providing healing and reflective 
effects. The overlapping layers form new constellations, going back to Cianciolo’s early career in the 1990s when the artist was 
working with live music. 
 
The gallery space also houses a life-size kit: upon entering this shelter, the viewer is invited to remove the shoes and rest on the 
carefully arranged sleeping bag tapestry. Inside, four video works by Cianciolo are on view: Diadal (1997), Less Than Zero (1999), 
Love Life (2001), and When I Saw Your Frist Eye I Love You (2016). A kit, a signature oeuvre of Cianciolo since the beginning of the 
2000s, is an archival set, usually taking the form of a cardboard box and featuring fragments from her work and life and destined 
as a care package. 
 
Eight outdoor sculptural pieces are carefully laid and thought out in the garden space: here again, the pieces and their details look 
distantly familiar. They are disassembled and assembled again from various elements and adorned by different motifs, colours, and 
patches. These sculptures have endured the NYC upstate winter, its snowstorms and rainfalls, sun and wind, and transforming 
throughout the months, then to be found sprinkled in the garden space of The Community. The pieces that look like a handful of 
objets trouvés are adorned by certain magic: they capture one’s attention, thus uplifting them from their quotidian camouflage 
towards something enchanting and whimsical whilst providing a soothing effect. 
 
The universe of Susan Cianciolo is manifold: having several entrances, it unfolds through a variety of mediums and supports, personal 
memories and archives that are all elements of a singular artistic body of work. It is a world made of collages and healing, where 
past experiences and future stories are woven into layers of affect and craft. The elements forming the artist’s practice happen 
over large spans of time and contain constant references to both cultural and social histories and the artist’s past. In Cianciolo’s 
practice, the simplicity of gesture is always omnipresent, through which everything finds its exact place. Here, something either 
feels right, or it does not. It can be about a song, a nest in the forest, a circle with friends, the eye meeting the horizon - all coming 
together as a unity.
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ĸŰ� � TAPESTRY 5, Ĺķĸľ
  Mixed fabric, 220.98 ! 248.92 cm

ĹŰ  SHABBAT SHALOM, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed media and textiles, 148.59 ! 127.00 cm

ĺŰ�� � WATER CAN BE COLORFUL, Ĺķĸŀ 
  Cloth, thread, paper, 87.00 ! 238.99 cm

ĻŰ�� � DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
  WITH/OF GREEN DIMENSIONS, ĹķĹĸ 
  Mixed media and textiles, 160.02 ! 182.88 cm

ļŰ�� � THE TRIANGLE IS AN IMPORTANT SYMBOL, TO CHANNEL  
  COSMIC ENERGY, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed fabric, 137 x 174 cm

ĽŰ�� � WHERE THE SKY MEETS THE EARTH, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed fabric, 123 x 177 cm

ľŰ�� � COSMIC ENERGY, THAT WHICH IS AROUND YOU, AND  
  INVISIBLE, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed fabric, 114 x 153 cm

ĿŰ�� � THE SUN, THE STARS, THE PLANETS, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed fabric, 110 x 131 cm

ŀŰ� � SQUARES ALONG THE LINES OF TIME TO FREE THE   
  HUMAN SPIRIT TAPESTRY, Ĺķĸľ
  Fabric and paper, 304.80 ! 129.54 cm

ĸķŰ�� � GRID OF ACCELERATED ENERGY HOLDS THE    
  OPPORTUNITY FOR FREQUENCY TO BE HEALED AND  
  REPAIRED TAPESTRY, ĹķĸľƑĹķĹĹ 
  Fabric, tape, paper, 215.90 ! 205.74 cm
  
ĸĸŰ  THE KNIGHT & NATURE, ĹķĹĸ
  Mixed media and textiles, 146.05 ! 83.82 cm

ĸĹŰ  NECKLACE MOBILE SCULPTURE FOR THE THIRD   
  MILLENNIUM, ĹķĹĹ
  Yarn, paper, wood, plastic, metal, geod, 68.58 ! 10.80 ! 10.16 cm

Ĺĺ

ĸĺŰ�� � NECKLACE MOBILE SCULPTURE FOR A MEMORABLE   
  PERFORMANCE, ĹķĹĹ
  Yarn, shell, paper, plastic, wood, 77.47 ! 11.43 ! 10.16 cm

ĸĻŰ�� � WINTER OUTSIDE OF TIME, MULTIDIMENSIONAL   
  TAPESTRY, ĹķĹĸƑĹķĹĹ
  Plastic, wood, fabric, 144.78 ! 68.58 cm 

ĸļŰ�� � ???, ĹķĹķ 
  Pencil, felt tip pen, watercolor and collage on paper, 21.6 x 26.7 cm

ĸĽŰ  COSMIC ENERGY AND WAVE FORMS DELIVER BLUEPRINTS  
  OF POSSIBILITIES, ĹķĹĹ
  Wood, stamp, nails, wood glue, 54.61 ! 85.73 ! 9.53 cm

ĸľŰ�� � LAYERS OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL REALITIES, ĹķĹĹ
  Wood, plastic, wood glue, spray paint, 7.62 ! 59.69 ! 59.69 cm

ĸĿŰ�� � NEW FIELDS OF ENERGY CARRY CODES OF    
  CONSCIOUSNESS, ĹķĹĹ
  Wood, aluminum, foil, insulation foam, nails, wood glue, 10.16 ! 72.39 ! 60.96 cm

ĸŀŰ�� � ???, ĹķĹĹ 
  Wood, plastic, insulation foam, wood glue, 15.24 ! 41.91 ! 29.21 cm

ĹķŰ�� � SLEEPING BAG TAPESTRY, Ĺķĸļ
  Cloth, plastic, beads, 203.20 ! 83.82 cm

ĹĸŰ�� � LOVE LIFE, Ĺķķĸ 
  Video, camera by Anette Aurell, 19:57 minutes
  ALLEGED FILMS 97 : DIADAL BY ANTEK WALCZEK,
  ALLEGED FILMS 99 : RUN WITH ZEROS BY ANTEK   
  WALCZEK, ALLEGED FILMS 99 : LESS THAN ZERO BY ANTEK  
  WALCZEK, ĸŀŀľƑĸŀŀŀ 
  Digital video (color, sound), 27:29 minutes
  WHEN I SAW YOUR FRIST EYE I LOVE YO, ĹķĸĽ 
  Video, 15:47, Edition 2/5 + I AP

ĹĹŰ�� � TAPESTRY 4, Ĺķĸľ
  Mixed fabric, 314.96 ! 180.34 cm

ĹĺŰ�� � AWAKENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS AWARENESS, 2022
  Wood, nails, spray paint, paper, staples, wood glue, 25.40 ! 60.96 ! 55.88 cm

ĹĻŰ  SUBATOMIC PARTICLES BECOME ENERGY, ĹķĹĹ
  Wood, foil, aluminum, insulation foam, wood glue, 10.16 ! 76.20 ! 43.18 cm

ĹļŰ�� � FREQUENCY OF AWARENESS, 2022 
  Wood, sticker, leaf, pen, marker, insulation foam, wood glue, 22.86 ! 31.75 ! 35.56 cm

ĹĽŰ�� � ENERGIES FROM THE GALACTIC CENTER, 2022 
  Wood, plastic, wood glue, insulation foam, 7.94 ! 45.72 ! 17.78 cm

ĹľŰ�� � ű??, 2021
  Earthenware, various sizes, unique

ĹĿŰ  INVISIBLE REALMS OF EXISTENCE, 2022
  Wood, spray paint, wood glue, 5.72 ! 52.07 ! 40.64 cm

ĹŀŰ�� � NATURE CREATES HEMISPHERIC BALANCE, 2022
  Wood, plastic, insulation foam, wood glue, 15.24 ! 41.91 ! 29.21 cm

ĺķŰ�� � THE CHOICE TO CREATE A PROBABILITY, 2022
  Wood, insulation foam, wood glue, 7.62 ! 66.04 ! 38.10 cm
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